FASCINATING BULGARIA
This short tour will give you the chance to get acquainted with some unique towns and historical sites
and to admire the nice nature of Bulgaria :)

1st day - arrival in Sofia
the company's director will welcome you at the airport and we drive straight to the beautiful town
Koprivshtitsa - the so called MUSEUM-TOWN.
pls. enter the link for detailed description: http://www.welcome-to-bulgaria.com/koprivchica.htm
distance to the site - approx. 120 km ( 1 ½ - 2 hours ). We also shall provide a stop for coffee, breakfast.
-overnight on a BB in a picturesque hotel in an old Bulgarian style with a nice garden.
-late in the afternoon or on the next morning - English guided tour through the town and its museums
-dinner (not included in the price) in a typical Bulgarian restaurant
2nd day – breakfast in the garden of the hotel
-the trip continues to Plovdiv (about 70 km), the second largest city in Bulgaria known as the oldest city in
Europe.
Your links: http://www.welcome-to-bulgaria.com/plovdiv.php#
and http://www.welcome-to-bulgaria.com/old_plovdiv.htm
Accommodation on BB in a 3 or 4-star hotel (in rooms De Lux ) - very centrally located, closed to a nice
pedestrian zone / the main street / with a lot of shops, restaurants, bars and cafeterias.
- free time for leisure and dinner (not included in the price) in a garden restaurant
On the next morning we shall organize a guided tour in the Old Town.
3rd day - we depart to Borovets (approx.130 km), the oldest and most popular ski-resort in Bulgaria.
for more info: http://www.welcome-to-bulgaria.com/mountain_resorts.php
You will admire the nice nature - large pine tree forests and ski runs.
Accommodation is in a 4**** hotel (on HB basis) situated in the very centre of the resort.
Optional excursion to one of the mountain peaks by cabin lift. (you pay only the lift ticket)
4th day - the trip will continue to Southern Bulgaria where we shall stop for an overnight in the city
Blagoevgrad ( about 100 km drive) - in a charming hotel which is situated in the old historical part of the
city.
view some pictures: http://s806.photobucket.com/albums/yy349/MarianaEmil/Blagoevgrad-hotel/
The accommodation is on a BB but the pleasant garden restaurant and the tavern offer 20% discount for
hotel guests :)
Blagoevgrad is the city of the young people. It hosts 2 universities.
5th day - this will be the last part of the tour - to Sofia. On our way to the capital (120 km) we shall stop at
Rila Monastery (guided tour) which is a must for all tourists visiting Bulgaria! Part of the road will pass
through picturesque mountains. pls view this link: http://www.welcome-to-bulgaria.com/rila_m.htm
arrival in Sofia and
3 overnights in a 4**** hotel on BB ( the hotel is amidst a huge park and forest )
next 2 days:
- tour in Sofia
- optional excursion to the Vitosha mounatain- next to Sofia
- optional excursion to the zoo
- optional folklore dinner
- optional shopping tour

8th day - DEPARTURE TO Malta at 07.00 h
=========================================
This tour will be accompanied by company's director ( English speaking ) and includes:
-transport in Bulgaria: 10-18 seater air-conditioned bus
-English guided tours where mentioned
-6 BB and 1 HB in 3 & 4-star hotels (sharing in a DBL / TWIN rooms)
-airport transfer on departure to Malta
NB. programme might change – as per flight schedule (winter or summer) of Air Malta
( winter schedule: Thursdays and Mondays / summer schedule: Fridays and Mondays )
Price per person – based on accommodation sharing in a DBL/TWIN – from 298 euro
-excluding airplane tickets (approx. 250 euros return ticket including taxes) and museum’s tickets
-there will be some small extra charges for SGL room occupancy
BOOK ON TIME TO SECURE YOUR PLACE !!!
It will be our pleasure to have you with us 

